
Integers

+ve integers are stored as a binary number.

(0000011111001111)2 = 199910

-ve numbers usually stored usingtwo’s

complement. You bitwise NOT the

absolute value and add 1.

(1111100000110001)2 = −199910

Why? ’cos when you addx + x̃ + 1 = 2n,

which overflows to give zero. This means

you can use the same addition for signed

and unsigned numbers.

Division and multiplication need to be

different though.
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Characters

There are various encodings of the
alphabet onto numbers. The standard
encoding isAscii. Meanings for numbers
0–127 are given. Printable characters start
at 32 (space) and end at 126 ()̃.

Ascii is US-o-centric. Extensions are
defined by ISO-8859, which encode other
letters with numbers 128–255. Eg:
ISO-Latin1 can encode Danish, Dutch,
English, Faroes, Finnish, French, German,
Icelandic, Irish, Italian, Norwegian,
Portuguese, Spanish and Swedish.
ISO-8859 also defines character sets for
Arabic, Cyrillic, Greek, Hebrew.

Unicode encodes many alphabets onto 16
bits. It is used by Java and Windows.
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Fixed Point

Write non-integers as:

m× 2n

wherem, n ∈ Z andn (usually ¡ 0) is

fixed. Addition is easy:

m1 × 2n + m2 × 2n = (m1 + m2)× 2n.

Multiplication is a little harder:

(m1 × 2n) ∗ (m2 × 2n) = (m1m22
n)× 2n.

Quick and easy alternative to an FPU.

Works well if most numbers of same size.
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Floating Point

Write non-integers as:

±m× 2p

wherem ∈ [1, 2) let p vary. Addition is
now complicated:

m1×2p1 +m2×2p2 = (m1+2p2−p1m1)×2p1 .

Multiplication is about the same:

(m1 × 2p1) ∗ (m2 × 2p2) = m1 ∗m2 × 2p1+p2

Notes:

• FP may be to a base other than 2.

• m will be a fixed point number.

• The first bit ofm will be 1.

• The sign must be managed seperately.
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IEEE 754

Standard for FP, including:

• Storage and Special Values,

• Precise results of operations,

• Runtime exceptions.

We work with asignificands which is the

mantissam with the leading 1 removed.

The exponente is actually stored as a

positive number and is offset by about half

it’s range. Numbers stored by removing the

1 are callednormalised. Numbers close to

zero are stored in adenormalisedformat.
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Storage & Special Values

± exponent significand

1 bit for sign, exponent stored as unsigned.

e bits s bits Value

float 8 23 ±2e−127(1.s)

double 11 52 ±2e−1023(1.s)

Special Values:

e s Value

00. . . 0 zero ±0

00. . . 0 nonzero 2−126(0.s)

11. . . 1 zero ±∞

11. . . 1 nozero NaN
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Operations

Defines ops for:+,−, ∗, /,√ , mod , to

integer and to base 10. These operations

can’t always be exact, infact the storage of

numbers in floating point is often not exact.

In IEEE 754, Arithmetic is done with two

‘guard bits’ of extra precision and a ‘sticky

bit’ to remember if anything to the right of

the guard bits was one.

Example: With 5 bits fors, 4 bits fore,

two guard bits and a sticky bit: write3/16

and1/3 in floating point format and

calculate their sum.

3/16 = 32−4 = 23−7(1.10000)

Soe = 0011 ands = 10000.
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By long division1/3 = (0.01010101 . . .)2.

1.010101 . . . 2−2 = 25−7(1.01011)

Guard bits are 10, don’t know if we should

round up or down. Sticky bit is 1 as there

are non zero bits to right, so round up.

e = 0101, s = 01011.

Align numbers to add:

0.00110000

1.01011

1.1000100

This time guard bits are 00, so we truncate.

Answer:e = 0101, s = 10001

ggs Action ggs Action

000 round down, gg< 1/2 100 round down, gg = 1/2, s = 0

001 round down, gg< 1/2 101 round up, gg = 1/2, s = 1

010 round down, gg< 1/2 110 round up, gg> 1/2

011 round down, gg< 1/2 111 round up, gg> 1/2
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Round off Error

The smallest number you can add to 1 and

get something that is not 1 is known asε.

1 = 1.00. . .0

1 + ε = 1.00. . .1

Soε = 2−significand bits, it is given by

FLT EPSILONandDBL EPSILON in

float.h .

It is reasonably easy to see that ifx ∈ [1, 2)

then we can find a floating point numberx̂

which is withinε/2 of x.

Scaling up, if we havex ∈ [2n, 2n+1) we

can find a float within2nε/2. Thisu = ε/2

is called the unit round off.
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If the most significant bit in a+ or− op

remains set the fractional error will be< u.

That is:

x̂ +fp ŷ = (x̂ + ŷ)(1 + µ)

where|µ| < u. After N operations this

error could mount up:

N∏
i=1

(1 + µi) ≤ (1 + u)N ≈ 1 + Nu,

but is more likely to be about
√

Nu.

If round off error is likely to be a problem

thenstablealgorithms can be used which

are not sensitive to these errors. (eg.

Sorting numbers before summing may

help).
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If the most significant bit doesn’t remain

set, then the error in̂x can dominate. Eg,

comparex = a− b to x̂ = â− b̂ for just

read ina andb.

|x̂− x|
|x|

=
aµa − bµb

|a− b|

≤ u
|a|+ |b|
|a− b|

The error could beN times this ifa andb

had been calculated inN steps!

Subtraction of quantities with errors

doesn’t work well in floating point, and

there are often tricks in algorithms to avoid

just this.
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• Errors are everywhere: your model is

just that, your data is inaccurate and fp

errors can mount up.

• Compilers can turn on/off strict IEEE

conformance (eg.-ffast-math ).

• Smaller floats may shrink your data

but consider error and conversion.

• Some machines provide long doubles.

• Arbitary precision libraries for Integer

and Rational arthmetic.

• There are other encodings of character

sets and integers (eg, EDIBEC and

BCD).

• Division is slow.
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Assignment

Write a program which:

• reads a list of tripples of integers on

stdin,

• puts them into a linked list,

• print the list in reverse order,

• deallocates the list.

Write a second program which sorts this

list on the product of the numbers. You

should use the qsort method in the C FAQ.
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